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What is EarnADA?
It's a passive yield generating protocol similar to tokens like Safemoon,
the big difference is, that rewards are paid out in ADA, which you can
claim at any time.
ADA is generated by taxing each transaction, these taxes are used to buy back ADA.
The concept of EADA has the advantage of never having to sell EADA to make proﬁts,
as a consequence, it strongly incentivizes holding EADA for the long-term in
your wallet.
wallet
ADA is one of the highest potential tokens with a huge technological use case.
EADA is a supporting token of ADA, with the target to get more ADA in
circulation and increase the number of ADA holders.
Furthermore, EADA aims to gain trust from the holders and one of the main objectives
is to build up a big and trustworthy, organically grown community.
All investors of EADA have the beneﬁt of both proﬁting from the value of EADA itself
and the possibility to claim continually ADA through the professionally built DAPP
on our website or by interacting with the contract itself.
The amount of claimed ADA depends of the amount of EADA you hold in your wallet
and the trading volume of EADA. The more EADA an investor buys and holds
and the more the trading volume increases, the more ADA can be claimed.
EADA is the original ﬁrst token with the utility to claim another token, which is
not based on the native currency BNB of the Binance Smart Chain.
After the launch of EADA a lot of copycats were launched and most of them were
rug pulls, scams or tokens with a short life span due to mistakes in the contract code.
Unlike those, EADA is SAFU, the code was written entirely from us and
fully audited by Solid Group.
The original is always one step ahead…

Key Facts
Decentralized token with a continuous reward system for holders with ADA
Focus on building a strong organically growing community for long-term holders
EarnADA was audited by Solid Group
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Tokenomics Overview
The tokenomics are made to strongly reward holders and avoid dumps.
We have implemented a unique dump protection, that only allows a wallet to
sell 0.25% of the total supply at a time and locks the seller afterwards for 30 minutes
from selling.
Additionally, buys are only allowed if the wallet size doesn't exceed 2.5% of the supply.
The taxes are variable. At the time of writing, each buy has a 10% tax and each sell has
a 20% tax to reward holding EADA even more.
The tax is used to buy back ADA to reward the Holders, increase the Liquidity Pool size
for greater price stability and burn EADA tokens to reduce the total supply.
Instead of selling your EADA, you can just proﬁt by claiming ADA.
100.000.000 Token max supply
2.500.000 Token max hold (= whale protection)
250.000 Token max sell (can be lowered to 50.000)
+ 30 min sell lock after each sell (= dump protection)
Taxes (variable)
10% Buy
20% Sell
Distribution (variable)
40% Ada reﬂection
40% Auto LP
20% Burn
These values are variable and can be modiﬁed up to 20% total tax to
accommodate for market volatility. In other words:
the total tax cannot exceed 20%. The tax changes can be initiated
by community vote!
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Features
Claiming
A percentage of each transaction gets converted to ADA.
You automatically stake all of your tokens, so you can claim your ADA at any time.

AutoLP
A percentage of each transaction gets converted to the Liquidity Pool (LP);
this leads to a steadily raising price ﬂoor.

Burn
A percentage of each transaction gets burned.
This increases the scarcity of each EADA in circulation.

Whale Protection
Every wallet can hold max. 2.5% of the initial supply.

Dump Protection
Every sell exceeding 0.5% of the initial supply will be rejected.
Sellers will get locked from repeated sells for 30 minutes.

Marketing Tax
A part of each transaction gets converted to BNB and will be used
to pay for marketing and development cost.
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Roadmap

PHASE 4
Q1 2022
• Expanding to
different areas
• More
partnerships

PHASE 2
Q3 2021
• Marketing push
(in preparation)
• CoinMarketCap /
CoinGecko
Listing
(in preparation)
• Cross
C
channel
promotions:
- BabyDot
- BurningMoon

PHASE 3
Q4 2021
• Explore central exchange
listings
(in preparation)
• More Audits

PHASE 1
Q2 2021
• Website Launch,
DAPP integration (done)
• Audit (done)
• AMAs
• Social media channels
(partially done)
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So… why should you join EarnADA?
The team behind EarnADA is working hard for the success of the token and makes
sure to be always transparent and trustworthy for the community.
Nowadays many new launched tokens are scams. EarnADA is an audited and safe
token for long-term holding. You can trust us, we are SAFU.
Holders continually receive a passive income of the ADA, which has a huge potential.
EarnADA is a community driven token and the community has a great inﬂuence
on the future
futu of the token. The community is regularly asked for their opinion on
different matters and the tax changes can be initiated by community vote.

Links
Website
https://earnada.rocks
Telegram
https://t.me/EarnAdaBSC
Twitter
https://twitter.com/ada_earn
Instagram
https://instagram.com/earnada.rocks

Contract
0x63b96e2aa10d56a638d23498e81d7403d2b64178
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